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WELLBEING
GLOBAL DESIGN INSPIRATION
Visions 2019-2020

Our future visions are the key to create
a good and satisfactor y condition of
the daily life (our mental and physical
well-being), even if it s visions are
uncer tain .
“ Nature Innovation”
The desire to conser ve nature and our
world is paramount to the future of
humanity .
Nowadays , we are finding various solutions to pollution , waste, climate change,
and advancing our environmental
protection effor t s across the globe.
“ Empower ment G en”
Generation Z was the first generation
to grow up in a fully digital age.
They continually establish new social
trends via social net wor k s and live interactions online. This is changing the way
we face societal problems , how we connect
with people and the way we live our lives .
Now we can instantly study all of the
styles from life’s trends of different
eras and incor porate them into our daily
lives . Reminding us of older days while
living in this moder n time.
“Tech N ex t Level”
Due to the advancing speed of technology
affecting and improving our lives ,
what was once a dream is now a reality .
As technology continues to move for ward
and we search for fulfillment in life we
have to ask ourselves , what will our future
hold?
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[ URBAN ] VOYAGER
Easy
Multi-functional
Smart-living
Nomad
[ MODERN ] LEGACY
Sober
Enigmatic
Re-evaluate the past
Architecture as a major source
of inspiration
Contemporary nostalgia
[ RE ] G E N E R AT I O N
Creative waste
Tactility
Attractive sustainable design
Concious living
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Urban Voyager appeals to the pleasure
of travelling, to the constant transit
of our daily routine. It connects with
Generation Z, digital natives who have
built a nomadic community for themselves.
Trips for pleasure or for business which
connect us to new people, enable us to
broaden our horizons and to discover
unexplored territories. It tells us about
an era when the local and global are very
present in our lives.
A universal pilgrimage enriched by
influences from near and far and that
the limits of our knowledge.
The concept of community and sharing
spaces are ever-present, with concepts
such as co-working and co-living which
are now a reality in our daily lives.
In this age of collaboration in all areas
of life, sharing information via different
media is fundamental in a world
increasingly interconnected.

[URBAN] VOYAGER
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Geographical mobility is the norm and
the architectural design of interiors uses
light designs appropriate for reduced
spaces (micro-living).
Workspaces are increasingly defined
by versatile, open and diaphanous
ambiences, as opposed to the classical
grid-square distribution of desks.
Urban Voyager reveals designs with
fresh and joyful textures and patterns,
in clear and natural tones adapted to
today’s spaces.

#easy
#multifunctional
#smart-living
#nomad
[URBAN] VOYAGER
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[URBAN] VOYAGER
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SPINEL
Multi-dimensional colors and character
like the spinel gemstone, a new style of terrazzo.

WARREN ASH
Negative treatment of the primary grains smooth out
the grain pattern as a whole and bring out a new dimension.

MORENO SLATE
Slate with delicate foliation, embodying the grandeur of the earth,
its elegant surface welcomes different settings.

BLUR CONCRETE
A new style of concrete designed
with blurred colors and shapes.

BURNED CEDAR
A new style of concrete designed with blurred colors and shapes.
[URBAN] VOYAGER
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Modern Legacy recovers scenes from
the past. The Millennials and Generation Z
grew up in an era considered globally as very
convulsive, both politically and economically.
Therefore, they appreciate the value of classic
brands and their iconic models, which have
risen with renewed vigour again and again.
These brands and their traditional values are
familiar to us, they transmit hope and security.
In this context, comfort and stability have
become a luxury.

[MODERN] LEGACY
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[MODERN] LEGACY
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This trend takes its inspiration
from the architectural movement
of Le Corbusier, based on purity,
but also adapted to current trends
and contemporary needs from
a more sober perspective.
Marble, natural stone and cement
change texture and colour
in a new context.

#sober
#enigmatic
#re-evaluate the past
#architecture as a major source
of inspiration
#contemporary nostalgia

Postmodernism and functionality,
usually linked to architecture,
are combined with interior design
in public spaces, objects
designed and created in the past that
come back to life for a second time.
The designs of Modern Legacy
are classically inspired and evoke
noble woods and architectural materials
such as stone, cement and marble.

[MODERN] LEGACY
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[MODERN] LEGACY
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BALDO CHESTNUT
Chestnut sandblasted after carbonizing the surface with a burner.
Rich black with texture.

OPERA WALNUT
Walnut with its natural, uneven knots and sheen kept untouched,
painted in rich brown to add a luxurious feel.

EDIT WEAVE
Traditional antique fabric unraveled and rewoven with a modern touch, reborn with a new spirit.

GRAPHITE OAK
Deep black oak designed with a mix of burnt black areas and lightly burnt
dark brown areas using a traditional Japanese method for enforcing wood durability.

FERRIS WALNUT
Designed with only the most attractive wood grains and finished with precision to a lustrous surface.
A new alternative to the traditional walnut.

DESSERT SILVER
Fine veins and crystallization that render a cloud-like gracefulness.

PIANO FORTE
Dynamic black and white crystal-like pattern,
a beautiful rare black marble.
Unprecedented luxury.

(Re) Generation connects with a more conscious
way of living and consuming. It is` committed
to the environment and the protection
of natural spaces able to generate wellbeing.
In line with the Me to We Movement, a global
current that supports socially responsible products.

[RE] GENERATION
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Consumers increasingly seek to cover
their basic needs with products that
generate minimum waste and have the
least possible impact on nature. They opt
for a sustainable lifestyle, in which fewer
and fewer items are thrown away and the
range of single-use products is constrained.

[RE] GENERATION
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A philosophy of reuse, regeneration
and elimination of harmful materials
must be implemented right from
the beginning of the design process,
with real and viable alternatives.
Change should arrive from multiple
levels: from institutions to design and
production chains to assist the consumer
in the elimination of waste and the
promotion of a circular economy.

The proposals of (Re) Generation are designs
created from waste products, sustainable
and alternative designs. Natural designs
that have undergone very little treatment,
with visual and tactile texture.

[RE] GENERATION
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[URBAN] VOYAGER

#Creative waste
#Tactility
#Attractive sustainable design
05

#Conscious living

EMBRACING STONE
Mixed with fossils evoking a sense of connectedness to nature from ancient times,
a remembrance of our roots through beauty formed from time immemorial.

BELTON OAK
Weathered oak renewed with a chalked finish.
Cherish the old, pass it down generations.

SNOW OAK PLANK
Oak mill ends revived in a narrow plank layout.
Each plank, with its strong character and rhythm, bring style to any space.

TIGER IVORY
Reminding us of the earth and how we've co-existed with nature
since long ago, a design that gives warmth to any space.
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CLAYISH TSUMUGI
Woven with thread that has been dyed using a traditional mud-dyeing method.
Comforting colors and textures rendered from natural elements.

SALONE EUCALYPTUS
Eucalyptus, known to be eco-friendly and fast-growing,
bring a refreshing feel with its unique stripe grain and swells.
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